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Docket No. 50-184-

Dr. R. S. Carter, Chief

Reactor Radiation Division
National Bureau of Standards
U. S. Department of Commerce
Washington, D. C. 20234

Dear Dr. Carter:

received the enclosed letter from the Advisory Committee on Reactor
We recently(ACRS) concerning their review of the NBS application for licenseSafeguards
renewal and power increase. The ACRS concluded that there is reasonable assurance
that the NBS reactor can be operated at 20 MWt for the license period without
involving any undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

,

The staff will now be able to complete its Safety Evaluation Report Supplement
in support of your license renewal application.

Sincerely,
,

\S
Cecil 0. Thomas, Chief
Standardization and Special

Projects Branch
Division of Licensing

Enclosure:
As stated
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National Bureau of Standards
,

cc w/ enclosure (s):

.

Montgomery County Executive
County Office Building
Rockville, Maryland 20858

.

Director
Department of State Planning
301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Director
Department of Natural' Resources
Power Plant Siting Program
Energy. & Coasta1 Zone Administration

~

Tawes State Office Building
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Mr. Tawfik Raby
Reactor Supervi.sor
Reactor Radiation Division
National Bureau of Standards
U. S. Department .7 Commerce-

Washington, D. C. 20234-

William M. Eichbaum
Asst. Secretary of Environmental _Pr.ograms

; Department, of Health and Mental Hygiene
201 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland' 21201
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UNITED STATES# ^(9

! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONn

:E ADVISORY COMM:TTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS5- -

k [ WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555'

%, /
***** January 17, 1984 -

.

.

Honorable Nu'nzio J. Palladino
Chai rman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Dr. Palladino:

SUBJECT: ACRS"REPORif ON: LICENSE RENEWAL AND POWER INCREASE FOR THE NATIONAL
' BUREAU OF STANDARDS REACTORt

'

During its 285th ' meeting, January 12-14, 1984, the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards reviewed the application for a license renewal and power
increase for; the National Bureau of' Standards (NB'S) Reactor. A Subcommittee

meeting and our of the facility were held in Gaithersburg, Maryland on
December 21, 1983 to consider this matter. During its ' review, the Committee
had the benefit of discussions with representatives of the Applicant and
the NRC Staff and its consultants. The Committee also had the benefit of

.

the documents referenced.

.

Initial planning for the NBS Reactor was begun in 1958. An application for
a construction permit (CP) was filad in February 1951, rbviewed by the
Atomic Energy Commission Staff and the ACRS, and a CP was issued in April
1963. Application for an operating license (0L) (at 10 MW power) was re-
viewed by the ACRS in February 1967, and a provisional OL issued in November
1 967. The reactor was first critical in December 1967 and achieved 10 MW *

Routine operation at 10 MW began in September 1969.power in February 1969.
The ACRS reviewed and reaffirmed its approval of operation at 10 MW .in March
1970, and a permanent facility license was issue'd in June 1970 for a period
of 15 years. This license expires on June 30, 1985.

On December 2, 1980 the NBS submitted an application for license renewalA finalfor. a period of 20 years and for a power increase f rom 10 to 20 MW.
Environmental Statement (NUREG-0877) was issued in August 1982. In Septem-
ber 1983, the NRC Staff issued its Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-1007).

.

The only outstanding issue at the time of the SER was that of emergency
plans. That matter is in the course of resolution.

The primary use of the NBS Reactor is to provide a very high flux of thermal
neutrons for tests and experiments. This accounts for the choice of heavy

Thewater as the moderator, and also for the choice of the reactor fuel.
fuel consists of aluminum-clad plates containing highly enriched uranium.

In the NBS Reactor, heavy water is used to cool the core as well as to
moderate and reflect the neutrons. The heavy water fn the reactor vessel is
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circulated through a closed primary system including a heat exchanger in -

which the heat is transferred to ordinery water. The heat is then dispersed
to the atmosphere in a cooling tower. The coolant enters the core at a tem-
perature of' about 100*F, and leaves at about 112*F in its present (10 MW) -

;

! mode of operation. The maximum pressure in the primary coolant circuit is .

about 80 psig. There is thus very little stored energy and little likeli-~

hood of pipe rupture in the cooling system. There are no means of uncover- !

ing the core very rapidly, and at the same time reliable alternate means'of
maintaining core cooling are available. Nevertheless, a number of accident
analyses including transients, design basis accidents, and a maximum cre'di '
ble accident have been carried out, assuming operation at 20 MW. In the
worst case considered, the radiation exposure of a person remaining at the
site boundary (approx. 400 m) for a period of 30 days would be about 1/3 of

.

the maximum whole-body annual dose limit of 10. CFR 20 for a member of the
public (approx. 0.17 vs. 0.5 rem) and the dose to the thyroid would be about,

1/4 of the minimum of the thyroid t!ose range recommended by the Environ-
mental Protection Agency for the establishment of an emergency planning zone

' (EPZ) (approx. 1.2 vs. 5 rems). Thus, the required EPZ falls entirely
within the site boundary.

,

The operating experience since the beginning of routine full power operation'

approximately 14 years ago has been free of any serious problems. By the
end:,of 1982 the reactor had p oduced about 800,000 MW-hrs, of energy which,;

at a power 'of .10 MW, would have required 80,000 hours -of full power, opera-,

- tion.' The elapsed time, from the start of full power operation until the'

end of 1982, .was approximately 120,000 hours. A continuing environmental
- surveillante . program has been, conducted in the neighborhood of the plant
that beg, some years bef or'e full power operation without finding any .

-

radioactive material in vegetation, soil, or water which was attributable te
reactor operation. The main radioactive species , released to the atmosphere )

in normal operation have been argon-41 and tritium. The source of the
~ tritium is neutron capture in the deuterium of, the moderator, and a small

amount of .the heavy water is lost as water vapor. The radioactive argon

results from neutron capture in the argon in normal air. Early in the

operation, the space between the reactor vessel and the shield was filled
with' air, but a modification has been made to replace the air ir this region
by carbon dioxide with the result that the source of argon-41 has been
reduced by a factor of about ten. With the present mode of operation the~

concentrations of these radioactive species at the site boundary are less
than 1 percent of the maximum permissible concentrations stipulated in 10
CFR 20.

The changes iqvolved in connection with the proposed increase in power are
minimal. With the main exception of the cooling tower, the plant was de-
signed f or 20 MW operation. A new and more efficient cooling tower, ade-
quate for 20 MW, has been installed. The original aluminum heat exchanger'

An addi-has been replaced by two 10 MW stainless steel heat exchansrs.
- tional pump has been i nstalled to provide some increase in the coolant
circulation rate. The fuel configuration and amount will not be changed.-
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The temperature increase in the coolant passing the core will rise from its .

present 12*F, but to only about 15'F. The release of radioactive argon-

41 and tritium will increase, but will still result in off-site exposures
no larger than 1 percent of those stipulated in 10 CFR 20.

In its present mode of operat. ion, the fac.ility has been fully occupied
with a wide variety of measurements and experiments, and there is usually a
backlog of experiment requests for several months. Most of the work done is
in response to NBS needs for materials research, measurements of trace
elements, neutron radiography, neutron flux standardization and so fo'rth,'
but about 25 percent is done on behalf of other agencies such as the Na-
tional Institutes of Health. All of the space available for experimental
ports is already in use. By increasing the power (and doubling the flux)
the time to conduct many of the present irradiations can be cut 'in half;
and, although set-up times will not be changed, it is estimated that
actual utilization will increase by a f actor of 1.5 or so. It is also

!expected that the demand will immediately saturate the increased capacity.
In addition, some new and complex procedures which are not presently feas-
ible will become possible. For part of the work done at the NBS Reactor
this facility is unique in the U. S., and there is no option to transf er to,

i

other facilities in the country. Extension of the operating license and an .
increase :.in the power of the NBS Reactor would clearly serve a useful
purpose. ,

.The ACRS believes that there is reasonable assurance that the renewal of the
.

license for this reactor at the requested power level of 20 MW may be
granted without involving any undue risk to the health and safety of the ,

/

public.

Mr. H. Etherington, Member Emeritus, did not participate in the Comittee's
consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

d
.

M
Jesse C. Ebersole
Chairman ,

References:
1. U. S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission, " Safety Evaluation Report Related

to the License Renewal and power Increase for t.he National Bureau of
Standards Reactor," USNRC Report NUREG-1007, dated September 1983

2. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Final Environmental Statement
Related to the License Renewal and Power Increase for the National
Bureau of Standards Reactor," USNRC Report NUREG-0877, dated August
1982
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